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Where trees shed leaves, we shed ideas

The end of a somewhat short season is near. We keep moving forward with new

ideas for 2022 and 2023. Creating new cruises on the Douro in Portugal and the

Seine in France, we are ready to send you what we have in store. Our o�ers will

include tailor-made drinking packages, excursion programs and extra requests

which you may have. Have a look at our new promotional video to see what life on

board the vessels is all about. Below you can �nd all the availability for our ships!

Want to discuss all our availability face-to-face? As the world is opening up

again, we will join ITB in Berlin in March 2022. Contact us on o� ce@cruise-

commerce.com to schedule an appointment. Of course we are also happy to

meet you at our o� ces in Arnhem at any time. 
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Ms Countess ****+

Available on the Seine with it inerary Paris-Paris

INFORMATION

Built: 2010

Refurbished: 2020

Length: 110 M

Beam: 11.40 M

Cabins: 69

Passengers: 138

Crew: 46

Seine cruises through France are a wonderful opportunity to explore the stunning

capital Paris, the beautiful scenery along the Seine River and the picturesque and

historical region of Normandy. In ‘the City of Light’ you will discover the true heart

of Paris’ rich history with architectural marvels like the Louvre, the Ei�el Tower and

the Notre Dame. From Paris, our beautiful ship the Countess, starts sailing along

the Seine River towards Hon�eur. Enjoy delicious French wine, cheese and

beautiful scenery. Along the way, we will visit and discover the charming and

historical sites of Normandy, the cultural heritage, the Impressionists’ favorite

places, stunning nature and wonderful French cuisine. Don’t miss this chance!

HIGHLIGHTS

* An unforgettable sailing along the Seine

* Discover all the beautiful sights the city of love has to o�er

* Indulge in a delicious food tasting

* Experience Hon�eur, where the Seine meets the English Channel

* Take a strole through Giverny & Monet's Gardens

* A look back in time: the rich history of Normandy

Available dates

12.04.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Easter Special



19.04.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Spring on the Seine

26.04.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Spring on the Seine

03.05.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Spring on the Seine

10.05.2022 / 7 nights / Paris-Paris - Spring on the Seine

All dates available for groups or charters. 

CHECK AND BOOK ALL AVAILABLE CRUISES HERE

Ms Douro Cruiser ****

Available on the Douro with it inerary Porto-Porto

INFORMATION

Built: 2005

Refurbished: 2014

Length: 78.11 M

Beam: 11.40 M

Cabins: 65
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Passengers: 130

Crew: 30

The Douro Valley is characterised by its steep slopes and stunning wine terraces.

With good reason it has been listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. On our

cruise, you can explore the beauty of Porto’s architecture and travel back to the

Middle Ages in the charming cities of the Portuguese hinterland. In the Spanish

city of Salamanca, a “living museum”, you can practically touch history in the form

of centuries-old buildings. At the end of your cruise, the Portuguese capital of

Lisbon awaits; a modern metropolis with historical charm.

HIGHLIGHTS

* Colourful cities, picturesque villages and spectacular countryside – a diverse

cruise in the Portuguese sun

* Explore the Portuguese capital of Lisbon, one of the most beautiful cities on the

continent

* Salamanca, the oldest university town in Spain, with its golden city centre

* Ready for all temperatures: ship with a pool for refreshing cooling in summer

* Treat yourself to local culinary delights

Available dates

19.06.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

26.06.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

03.07.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

10.07.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

21.08.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

28.08.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

04.09.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

11.09.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

23.10.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

30.10.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

06.11.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

13.11.2022 / 7 nights / Porto-Porto

All dates available for groups or charters. 

CHECK AND BOOK ALL AVAILABLE CRUISES HERE

Ms River Diamond ****+

Spring cruises through the Netherlands and Belgium
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INFORMATION

Built: 2007

Refurbished: 2018

Length: 135

Beam: 11.40 M

Cabins: 85

Passengers: 170

Crew: 40

Spring is a perfect time to visit the Netherlands and Belgium. The days are getting

longer and the �owers make for beautiful sights. In 2022 we will have one

attraction which is only held every 10 years: Floriade Expo. Of course, you don't

want to miss out on all the regular attractions such as Keukenhof, Kinderdijk and

canal cruises through Amsterdam either. There will be a full cay in Antwerpen as

well!

HIGHLIGHTS

* Visit the Netherlands and Belgium in one cruise

* Experience the Floriade Expo which will be a living laboratory with numerous

inspirational exhibitions

* Explore attractive destinations in the Netherlands whilst the tulips are in bloom

Available dates

11.04.2022      5 nights     Amsterdam-Amsterdam

16.04.2022      5 nights     Amsterdam-Amsterdam

21.04.2022      5 nights     Amsterdam-Amsterdam



CHECK AND BOOK ALL AVAILABLE CRUISES HERE

Meet our colleague

As our colleague Lisan, from the product department, is currently on maternity

leave, we have a perfect substitute: Johnny. He will not only be a temporary

replacement, but a permanent asset to our team as he is the new product

manager at Cruise Commerce. His work includes taking care of any product related

matters such as excursions, drink packages and sailing schedule queries.

Born on the cargo vessel in Kralingse Veer, close to Rotterdam, where he has been

living for 35 years, he started in tourism from 2005 with his �rst job as a hotel

manager on board a cruise ship. After this he went into quality control and moved

up to corporate hotel manager. From there he went on to work as a hotel manager

on expedition ships, Antarctic and Arctic cruises.

With 15 years of experience in the cruise world, it remains an exciting and ever

changing market, it is still interesting to work with so many di�erent nationalities

on board of the river cruise ships as no day is the same as the last.

For any product or excursion related queries, please contact Johnny via email

johnny@cruise-commerce.com.

Did you know?

Fascinating facts about the Ei�el Tower
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On March 31st, 1889, the Ei�el Tower opened to the public. It was actually built for

the 100th anniversary of the French Revolution for which the World Fair (Exposition

Universelle) was hosted in Paris.

In order to build this incredible structure, around 300 steel workers spent two

years constructing the Tower. For this, they used over 18.000 metallic parts, 2.5

million rivets and 40 tons of paint. However, the Tower was never intended to

stand over the Champ-de-Mars permanently, and was scheduled to be dismantled

in 1909. It was then that someone realized that its apex was the perfect place for a

telegraphy antenna. Due to this fact the wireless telegraph transmitter was able to

jam the German communications during the �rst World War.

When constructions were completed, the Ei�el Tower was measured 300 meters

(985 feet) high. Surprisingly, this measurement isn't static: Cold weather can shrink

the Tower. On the turn side, the Tower actually grows in the heat of the summer.

On top of this, the building was built to move. Ei�el and his team designed the

Tower to withstand even the strongest winds, and never sway more than 11.5 cm

(4.5 inches).

Of course this phenomenal structure is also used in many di�erent �lms such as A

view to a Kill, where James Bond chases an assassin through the Tower. Another

movie which included the Tower, was The Lavender Hill Mob, which featured future

Oscar winners Alec Guinness and Audrey Hepburn.

A magni�cent structure with history, something you do not want to miss out on

visiting when in Paris. Bon voyage!
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